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The Concept of Intelligence as a Multidimensional 

Attribute 
 

Lecturer Ph.D. Mihaela Amalia PETROVICI 1 
 
Abstract 

The problem of defining the concept of intelligence has constituted the starting 
point for psychologists and not only. Are we born intelligent?  Does intelligence acquire 
over time?  These are only some of the questions they have asked themselves. The 
vagueness of the term’s significance has determined the psychologists to reorient towards 
more remote scientific fields of research which could lead to more and more interesting 
answers. The concept of intelligence commonly refers to the general mental capacities such 
as language, thinking, memory and perception but also to sensorial and moving 
abilities. A person’s intelligence quotient reveals its ability to analyse, rationalise and 
solve problems, as well as the individual ability to adapt to new tendencies and 
challenges that may appear in the course of life.  

Given the complexity of the situations of communication, the scientists were 
determined to investigate other base abilities which every person possesses in certain 
amounts. The concept of intelligence covers different realities and constitutes the 
fundament on which multiple intelligence concept bases. Being intelligent means using 
others intelligence as well. 
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Introduction 
 

For a long period of time, the intelligent quotient has been 
considered the only instrument for measuring a person’s capacity ignoring 
the fact that intelligence can be quantified. There are of course, other 
capabilities human beings possess. The communication complexity of the 
situations made the researchers investigate other basic skills that each of 
us possesses but which are not known to the same extent. The paradox 
with intelligence leads to its investigation from the point of view of the 
basic skills or factors that all individuals have, but at the same time, make 
the difference in proportion of skills and the nature of their combination. 
We are all so different mainly because we all have different combinations 
of intelligence. Therefore, one must find it important to know and identify 
all the human intelligence and intelligent combinations that make us 
different from one another. This will help us better understand and cope 
with the numerous problems we face in everyday life, to feel better about 
ourselves and more confident in us, to (re)act on an informed concern, to 
be efficient and more maturity.  

 

Methodology 
 

The most usual meaning of intelligence refers to general mental 
capacities, such as language, thinking, memory, perception or sensory and 
motor faculties, known as the intelligence quotient. Reality demonstrates 
us that the diversity of situations faced by a person requires the presence 
of other coefficients which, when working with the intelligence, offer the 
opportunity to discover other capacities characteristic of human beings. 
Since ancient times, Aristotle drew attention on the importance of the 
message and the skills build, with an emphasis on the logos (the rational 
character of the message), the ethos (credibility and conviction) and pathos 
(the appeal to feelings/emotions).  

Q methodology refers to the way in which we use the four 
coefficients/factors – the intelligent quotient (IQ), the emotional quotient 
(EQ), the vision and the adversity/rate quotient – as well as the ability to 
create a balance between them. The emotional quotient, EQ, comes to 
complete the intelligence quotient because, in addition to ‘mental brain’, 
there is an ‘emotional brain’, the balance between reason and emotion 
being essential for the individuals. The dichotomy emotional-rational 
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approximates the popular distinction between ‘heart’ and ‘mind’, as they 
both act in harmony and for the benefit of human beings, emotions 
usually nourish and inform the rational mind which, in turn, refines and 
sometimes opposes to emotions. Feelings are as essential for thinking, as 
thought is for feelings. However, when there is passion, it creates an 
imbalance and the emotional mind takes control over the rational one.  

The vision quotient (VQ) helps us reach the target we have proposed. 
This stands for anything in life, from the key issues that define what we 
have to do in life and up to specific issues, such as our job and the things 
that we want to earn. Our vision quotient consists of two elements 
(Green, 2009): the first is given by the intuition of the level to which we 
want to arrive, the second element should be based on concrete targets 
that converge towards the achievement of the vision. Between them, 
motivation has an important role as it permanently accompanies the 
vision.  

The adversity quotient (AQ) represents the desire to succeed, to 
overcome failures, to defeat the obstacles we encounter/ face, the ability 
to take it from the very beginning if needed, no matter how powerful the 
vision we have created might be, we have to face all the barriers or 
obstacles that will prevent us to achieve our goal. The coefficient of 
adversity allows us to have a positive attitude towards changes and 
obstacles that we encounter, helping us to remain calm and to keep our 
emotional stability in order to effectively manage such situations. The 
efficient use of the four coefficients in communication determines a 
higher communicational coefficient. The way we think and communicate 
is determined by the way in which we make use of these coefficients and 
by the ability to choose the best approach in a certain context; there are 
situations in which we have to act rationally, others in which we have to 
involve emotionally or, conversely, to avoid such involvement. The 
interaction between the resources of the intelligent quotient and those of 
the emotional quotient give our communication effectiveness. Thus, when 
facing obstacles in our communication we can either abandon or try to 
overpass them by using the adversity quotient. In turn, the vision quotient 
offers us a sense of orientation that helps us define and conceptualize the 
mission and the direction we aim. The secret of the efficient managing of 
the four coefficients consists in getting a balance. Being aware of our own 
way of thinking we can better manage the impact that thought has on 
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communication or on interpersonal relations and even on our 
development as individuals.  

 

The Concept of Multiple Intelligence, an Integrating Vision 
 

The concept of intelligence which covers different realities lays at 
the basis of Howards Gardner’s multiple intelligence theory. This theory 
turns into plural the traditional concepts, considering that there are seven 
different forms of intelligence, such as (Gardner, 2006): 

Musical Intelligence views the sensitive degree a person has towards 
sounds and the ability to answer emotionally to this type of stimuli. Thus, 
as the individual develops his musical perception, he also develops the 
fundamentals of this type of intelligence. Musical intelligence represents 
“the capacity to perceive (as a music lover), to differentiate (as a music 
critic), to transform (as a music composer) and to express (as a music 
interpreter) musical forms” (Armstrong, 1999). 

Bodily-kinesthetic Intelligence refers to the ability to control and 
interpret body movements, the ability to handle different objects and to 
accomplish the coordination between body and spirit. This type of 
intelligence occurs not only to athletes but also to surgeons who 
accomplish difficult surgeries or to pilots who perform virtuous loops.  

Logical-mathematical Intelligence outlines logical-mathematical 
thinking, offering the basis for IQ tests. This type of intelligence 
comprises the ability to use inductive and deductive reasoning, to classify, 
anticipate and establish priorities, the ability to solve abstract problems, to 
enunciate scientific hypotheses and to understand relationships of 
causality, especially the complex relations between concepts, ideas and 
things.  

Linguistic Intelligence represents the ability to use words in a correct 
and efficient way, whether referring to oral or written communication 
(Gardner, 2006). Individuals possessing this type of intelligence have the 
ability to handle different levels of language (syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic), they may also use language in a persuasive way (the rhetorical 
function), remember (the mnezic function), explain anything (the 
peripatetic function), or offer information about language itself (the 
metalinguistic function). 
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The Spatial Intelligence of “images and paintings”, shapes together 
with sensorial-motor perception sharpening and refers to the ability to 
correctly perceive the environment on a visual level, as well as the ability 
to create inner visual experiences. Individuals who own spatial intelligence 
are able to perceive with a special skill, colours, lines, shapes, spaces 
and/or the relationships between these elements. They can visualise and 
graphically represent images into space; visual perception combines with 
experience or with a set of acquired beliefs and even with emotional 
reactions in order to develop a new optimal vision of the environment. 
The sculptor, the painter, the architect, the designer, the illustrator, they 
all transfer mental images upon the ‘object’ which they create or improve. 
Blind people make a clear distinction between spatial intelligence and 
visual perception and they can differentiate between the shapes of an 
object only by touching it. For them, the tactile perception system is 
similar with the visual one, as in the case of a person who can see.  

Interpersonal Intelligence designates that capacity of self-discipline, 
self-understanding and self-evaluation, the capacity to have a correct self-
representation of the proper intentions, motivations and aspirations. An 
individual who possesses such intrapersonal intelligence spends most of 
his time, reflecting, thinking and permanently evaluating himself. 
According to research, the components of (social) interpersonal 
intelligence are (Hatch, Gardner, 1993): 

− organising the groups - an essential quality for a leader, this 
talent has been observed at army officers or efficient managers 
within an organisation or institution which initiates and 
coordinates the efforts of a network of people in their benefit 
or that of the team; 

− the negotiation of solutions - the mediator’s talent which 
apprises and manages conflicts, negotiating solutions in order 
to defuse and annihilate them, to eliminate conflicts, or 
potential dangers which can disturb the silence or compromise 
safety at any moment; 

− personal relations - the art of creating and keeping inter-
human rapports, alongside emphatic communication, the 
ability to recognise and respond according to feelings or the 
problems of other people, to decipher emotions and to act 
consequently; 
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− the social analysis - the ability to guess and detect what other 
persons feel might facilitate the establishing of an 
interpersonal relation in a more constructive and efficient way. 

At a first glance, one can say that our feelings are visible, but only 
if we try to forget the way we reacted about something in the past or that 
our response came a little too late. Socrates says “know yourself!” and this 
is essential in emotive intelligence because, being aware of our feelings the 
moment they appear, gives us the freedom to change them as we wish. 

John Mayer identifies different styles that people adopt when 
trying to control their emotions (Goleman, 2008): 

− being self-aware of our feelings the moment they appear, 
offers us the possibility to easily get out of a situation, 
intelligence being the only factor that can helps us abstain 
from emotions; 

− being self-withdrawn makes us occasionally feel trapped into 
own emotions, being incapable of getting rid of them, feeling 
overwhelmed and, consequently incapable of controlling our 
feelings; 

− acceptance; there are persons who easily accept the way they 
feel without trying to change the situation; from this point of 
view, we are dealing with two types of people: a first category, 
which is usually cheerful and has no reason to change its state 
and, a second category which predisposes to bad mood and 
which, in spite of the discomfort does nothing to change (here 
we may also include depressed people, who usually reconcile 
to challenges).  

Researchers have discovered the existence of a biological signature 
for each emotion in part, thus, they have identified many psychological 
details which stand as a reference for the way in which every emotion 
predisposes the body for a different reaction, as it follows (Levenson, 
Ekman, Friesen, 1990): 

− anger – heart beats accentuates even more, releasing specific 
hormones such as adrenaline which generates a considerable 
energy to face challenges.  

− fear – the emotional brain releases a tide of hormones which 
have a double effect, firstly they alert the body making it ready 
to act and secondly,  they freeze it for a short moment giving 
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the brain the possibility to evaluate the situation and to adopt 
the best solution; 

− happiness – the increased activity of the brain inhibits the 
negative feelings and amplifies the wellbeing by raising the 
energy, the disposition and the enthusiasm; 

− love – feelings of tenderness and affection double the reaction 
of relaxation, leading to a state of tranquillity and satisfaction 
which facilitates the cooperation; 

− surprise – the gesture of raising an eyebrow as a sign of surprise 
offers supplementary clues about an unexpected event, 
clarifying what happens and implying at the same time, the 
possibility to adopt a better plan for action;  

− repulsion – expressing disgust is generally true and can be 
transmitted through the same face expressions which reflect 
exactly the same feelings on which it bases; 

− sadness – the loss of energy is associated with a decrease of 
enthusiasm towards life activities and, it implicitly changes the 
metabolism leading to serious consequences for our health, if 
we do not assume the right precautions. 

According to Andy Green, the emotional intelligence quotient 
may be defined as the ability to feel, understand and apply the force and 
the power of getting into emotions as if entering into a source of energy, 
information, trust, creativity or influence (Green, 2009). This quotient 
helps us solve ambiguous situations, see beyond the evident logical 
elements by being aware of some situations apparently not related to each 
other, and to exploit every situation’s potential. The emotional quotient or 
the EQ completes the quotient of intelligence or the IQ because, besides 
“the mental brain” there is also an “emotional brain”; the equilibrium 
between reason and feelings being essential for every human being. The 
dichotomy reason – emotion approximates the popular distinction 
between “mind” and “heart”; they are in close connection and most of the 
times they act in our advantage. Emotions feed and inform the rational 
mind which, in its turn, refines and even opposes to emotions. Feelings 
are as essential for thought as thought is for feelings. Nevertheless, when 
passion interferes, an imbalance creates and the emotional mind takes 
control and manipulates reason.  
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Starting from Gardner’s personal intelligence, some researchers 
define the emotional intelligence by extending these capacities to five 
main domains, such as (Salovey, Mayer, 1990): 

− the awareness of our feelings; recognising a feeling when it 
appears stays at the basis of our emotional intelligence; this is 
the fundamental emotional competence on which the other 
competences base. The capacity to supervise the feelings any 
moment, is vital for a psychological incursion and for a better 
understanding because the inability to recognise our true 
feelings makes us vulnerable and even traps us; 

− managing emotions; the ability to master our feelings, to calm 
us, to get rid of depression, irascibility or any other negative 
emotions is one of the fundamental emotional qualities and is 
also essential for the emotional intelligence; 

− self-motivation; the emotional self-control or using emotions 
in a constructive way leads to diverse performances in any 
domain acting as a daily stimulus; 

− empathy is essential when referring to the ability of 
understanding the others, empathetic persons  are more 
attentive to the others, to their needs and feelings being able 
to understand and  help them in any situation; Most part of 
the researches has been carried on animals, especially 
monkeys; the conclusion they have arrived is that these 
primate detect emotions by following the mimic on the other 
monkeys’ faces: firstly, they were trained to fear of a certain 
tone they received at the same time with an electric shock.  
Secondly, they were trained to avoid the electric shock by 
pushing a handling device every time they could hear it. The 
next step was to place pairs of monkeys in separate cages, the 
only means of communication between them having been 
made through a closed circuit TV which allowed them to see 
images with the other monkey. Only the first monkey could 
hear the unpleasant sound which made the monkey fear of it.  
The moment the second monkey could see the fear on the 
other monkey’s face, she pulled the handling device which 
blocked the electrical shock – as an act of empathy if not as a 
form of altruism (Goleman, 2008).   
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− managing relationships; the art of establishing interpersonal 
relationships, the positive interaction with the others translates 
through social and efficient competence in relationship with 
the others; this generally refers to the ability to manage the 
others’ emotions accordingly, to create and maintain contacts 
with the others, these are the abilities which attribute 
satisfaction to human beings and accomplishments at an 
individual and social level. 

 

Conclusions 
 

The concept of multiple intelligence has constituted the basis of 
pre-school curriculum development, the syllabus being organized around 
the seven skills: musical, bodily-kinesthetic, logical-mathematical, 
linguistic, spatial, interpersonal and intrapersonal. The multiple 
intelligence theory has a catalytic effect on education. Being based on the 
construct of creativity, it represented the theoretical basis for developing 
other educational practice directions, confirming the value of the practice 
applications by subjecting them to a competent assessment.  

Emotional intelligence may be estimated by taking into account 
the degree of interest when talking to other people, the self image, the self 
respect, understanding the inner feelings and the way they are 
communicated, the reaction to intimacy, the degree of difficulty when 
accomplishing a difficult assignment and even the degree of involvement 
in such situations.  

Each of us has different ways of manifestation in these directions, 
the base level being determined by neurons. However, our brain greatest 
capacity is to learn and permanently assimilate, this being a great 
opportunity to retrieve the deficiencies form the level of emotional 
capacities. The choice is ours equally but also makes the difference 
between us.  

There is a mixture of IQ and EQ in each of us and at different 
levels. But they offer us an instructive view to each of these dimensions 
and separately to the qualities of each other. Up to a certain point, any 
person has a cognitive and an emotional intelligence, consequently these 
portraits amalgamate. Still, between the two, the emotional intelligence 
adds more qualities which determine us to be real persons (Goleman, 
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2008). To sum up, the main idea is that emotional states create a certain 
type of behaviour which enters into contradiction with rational thoughts. 
In order to understand how things are functioning in the world and in 
business, one must understand how emotions operate. All these are 
crucial in order to obtain success (Hill, 2010).  
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